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Release 2.2.1.40 to 2.2.1.44

Note: If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
* before a version number indicates that the version is available for testing, not yet fully released.
x before a version number indicates that the version is not yet available

Version Feature / Change

2.2.1.42 Vacancy - Shifts: New General Setting under Switchable Fields to make the cancellation
reason more prominent by moving to left. Also improved sorting options on this view

2.2.1.42 Added warning if trying to delete stored company selection used in shift cascading. Warning
lists companies and vacancies involved

2.2.1.42
Modify screen option now available for Company and Vacancy as well as Person. Allows
system administrators and potentially end users to decide which features they have
available to individual users

2.2.1.42 New Superuser role gives access to individual record Audit Trail views
2.2.1.42 Branch groupings added to Consultant selector dropdown

2.2.1.42 Option to have a Consultant filter on Person Selector. See General Settings | Switchable
Fields

2.2.1.42 Bug fixed in User selector so that pop-ups are correctly created for highlighted users only, if
any are highlighted

2.2.1.42
Added message to Person and Company Contact Text Message buttons that comes up if
some records have been highlighted, warning that texts will be sent to all records in the
selector, not just those highlighted

2.2.1.42 Customisable Company State filter on Company Selector. Configured in General Settings -
Switchable Fields

2.2.1.42 Temp Desk Button and Timesheet and Tempdesk Select menu items now suppressed if
users has neither Temp or Accounts role

2.2.1.42 -10 Vacancy questionnaire display group now appears at bottom of Vacancy Miscellaneous
view

2.2.1.42 -11 Person questionnaire display group now appears at top of Person Payroll view
2.2.1.42 Support for images / logos in HTML emails

2.2.1.42 Support for images / logos in e-mail signatures, including images variable by branch,
division etc

2.2.1.42 Bug allowing Placed entries in the Vacancy Short List to be deleted has been fixed
2.2.1.42 New Vacancy wizard, 2nd notes help text now can be set in General Settings - Terminology
2.2.1.42 External Timesheet Completion - Extra Cost Module
2.2.1.42 Can drag emails to Placement, Progress or Vacancy form
2.2.1.42 Database disk space checks added
2.2.1.42 Configurable startup form for users
2.2.1.42 Configurable options in SQL Tool
2.2.1.42 Documents views ordered by Name
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